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OUR COMPANY

Moonlight Wines & Liquors was born from a 
Dream, while making plans and sharing ideas 
for the future, a spark crossed two minds si-
multaneously… It was a summer night in New 
Jersey, the New York City skyline was visible 
from the coast, the moon shown brightly, gui-
ding there way and wine was working its magic.
Some say that the best ideas are conceived 
when least expected, relaxing with a glass of 
wine, and great wine was present that beautiful 
night when Juan Carlos Garcia and Diego Bar-
co envisioned this project.

Juan Carlos, a seasoned wine sales professio-
nal for decades and Diego, born and raised 
into five generations of viticulturists and wine-
makers, simultaneously acknowledged a ques-
tion that had made an abrupt appearance, one 
that would change both there lives and many 
others forever. 

The question?
They already had the vineyards, the winery, the ex-
porting capability and the vast knowledge required in 
the market.
Moonlight had the capacity to offer something new to 
the industry: the promise of importing an outstanding 
selection of wines with a high quality to value ratio at 
a great cost savings by removing the middle man.
Simply stated: from vineyard to table.

What else did we need?
The support of the most dynamic sales representa-
tives in the industry, in a few amazing years the con-
cept steadily grows, with an expanding portfolio that 
continues to innovate and discover wines that impress 
and challenge the senses. Our dream is to bring joy 
through providing quality wines into people’s lives. 

Welcome to Moonlight! A Company for wine lovers.
A Company to love wine.
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Blanco de Tempranillo arose from the curiosity to know what the flesh, or the heart 
of our Indigenous grape could offer us: TEMPRANILLO. How does one obtain white 
wine from a red grape? It is known by the French as “blanc de noir”.
We bring the harvest forward to pick these grapes at their ultimate expression 
of freshness and acidity. The result is this light wine; fresh, pleasing and straight 
forward, that we recommend with many aperitifs, bringing a refreshing sensation 
of citrus and ripe fruits.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Pale, steely yellow, with green hues, viscous and very bright.

Nose: Grapefruit and pineapple fruit, with kumquat, quince, pear and passion fruit 
followed by notes of hay, spearmint, and bay.

Palate: Full, fresh and unctuous. Marked acidity gives an agreeable combination 
between sweet quince and pineapple fruit and the freshness of fresh herbs and 
green apple.
Three sensations are enjoyed at the same time: fruit, crisp acidity and saline tones 
that all make the mouth water. The wine has great length with lingering, fresh, 
floral, fruity sensations.

Ageing: 2 months with lees stirring (bâtonnage) of fine lees in tank

We recommend that you serve this wine chilled at around 8° C.

BLANCO DE TEMPRANILLO

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del 
Vicario

2017 White (red) Tempranillo 12
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TALVA

Talva is an innovate fusion of two white varietals, Chardonnay and Sauvignon blanc, 
together with two native grapes, Garnacha Tinta and Tempraniilo which have been 
“transformed” into white “blanc de noir” wine.
A unique wine produced solely with grapes from our winery’s own vineyard, in a 
limited edition.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Pale lemon/straw in colour with a golden rim and green tones. Viscous and 
bright.

Nose: Intense citric fruits such as of lemon, kumquat, pineapple and passion fruit 
combine with complex herbal/floral notes of fresh cut hay, freshmint, fennel and 
lilies.
Background creamy, butter aromas mix with toast, quince and honeyed tones.

Palate: In the mouth, the wine is full bodied and fresh, again emphasized by 
creaminess and citric fruits (grapefruit).
The lingering finish has a refreshing phenolic bite with well integrated wood.

Fermented and aged in French oak barrels.

We recommend that you serve this wine chilled at around 8° C.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2016 White

Chardonnay/Sauvignon Blan
(red)Tempranillo/(red)Garnacha

12
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PETIT VERDOT ROSÉ

Our Petit Verdot Rosé is without doubt one of the clearest bets for something 
different: making a rosé from 100% Petit Verdot is, according to many, unique 
indeed. This is a wine that will excite lovers of rose wines and gain new followers of 
a style that has often been unjustly overlooked.

OUR TASTING

Color: A deep raspberry pink, viscous, with an attractive cherry rim.

Nose: Explosive, intense nose with candied strawberry fruit and touches of 
raspberry mousse and damson sweets. Complex white floral rose talc aromas and 
balsamic, herbal notes of sage and aniseed.

Palate: In the mouth the wine is fresh, vibrant and lively with great balance and a 
long finish. Fruit character from the nose follows onto the palate with flavours of 
strawberry bubblegum and sweet notes of cherry and orange conserve.
We recommend that you serve this wine chilled at around 8° C.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2017 Rose Petit Verdot 12
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PENTA

It takes its name from the five months that it has spent in barrel, the five varieties 
that have been used to compose the wine (Tempranillo, Cabernet sauvignon, Syrah, 
Merlot y Petit verdot) and the five senses that we hope to excite.
We hope that this wine will be enjoyed by a broad section of the public looking for 
simple yet expressive wines that can be combined with a wide variety of dishes 
and tapas.

OUR TASTING

Color: Cherry red with youthful purple rim, bright and viscous.

Nose: A pronounced intensity of sweet red fruits such as cherry, damson, and a 
touch of chocolate. After some time in the glass the wine displays more balsamic 
tones with notes of herbs such rosemary, lavender and bay.

Palate: Fruity and fresh with mint and chocolate flavours. Agreeable tannins 
with strawberries and cream hints and subtly spiced finish. Well integrated oak 
contributes a slight smoky finish.

Ageing: 5 months in French oak barrels.

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 16-17° C.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2015 Red

Tempranillo/Garnacha/Merlot
Syrah/Petit Verdot

12
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50-50

Red blends based on the ‘Queen’ of indigenous Spanish grapes, Tempranillo, but this 
time accompanied by the elegant Cabernet Sauvignon, each variety making up 50% 
of the coupage. This wine has been made by a long extended maceration and barrel 
ageing using a diverse range of predominantly French barriques. A proportion of the 
highest quality Caucasian barrels were also chosen due to their ability to respect the 
fruit characteristics of the wine and to impart complex floral notes.

OUR TASTING

Color: Intense cherry red with bright red rim. Viscous, clean and bright.

Nose: Extremely floral and lifted nose with violet aromas and balsamic notes of 
Mediterranean herbs predominated by wild thyme and lavender with hints of black 
pepper and paprika. In the background there are sweet ripe strawberry and peach 
notes and smoky tones of tobacco.

Palate: Lively with mature red raspberry fruit with a spicy smoky complexity 
coming from crianza in selected barrels. Velvety tannins and fresh, forest floor 
aromas.

Ageing: More than 12 months in French, American and Caucasian oak barrels.

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 16-17° C.

A
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2013 Red

Tempranillo/Cabernet Sauvig-
non

12
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MONAGOS

Meaning ‘Monk’ in Greek, this wine has been created to emphasis the suitability 
of Syrah in Spain. Made from a blend of Syrah, whose adaptation to the center 
of Spain has been spectacular, and accompanied by Graciano, this wine has been 
aged in a mixture of French and American barrels for 12 months.

OUR TASTING

Color: Deep, intense cherry red with a brilliant violet rim, viscous with brightly 
coloured legs.

Nose: Red fruits such as pomegranate and redcurrants, also notes of mountain 
herbs with mineral/pencil lead and cinnamon spice. The nose also displays violets 
and Mediterranean wild herbs such as thyme and wild rose with notes of crème de 
cassis and cacao. After opening and oxygenation, the wine shows sweeter notes of 
fruit compote and strawberry bubblegum.

Palate: In the mouth it has fresh acidity and silky tannins. This wine offers a 
concentration of predominantly red fruits such as redcurrants and blackcurrants. A 
long cassis and firesmoke Finish.

Ageing: More than 12 months in French and American oak barrels.

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 16-17° C.

A
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2011 Red Syrah/Graciano 6
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BANCAL DEL RÍO

A limited edition of a “vin de goutte” made from our Petit Verdot varietal, fermented 
solely with native “wild” yeasts and aged for 8 months in specially selected, lightly 
toasted new French oak barrels.
 
The Petit Verdot matures later than most of the other grape varieties. In our vineyard 
it has been perfectly adapted to our climate offering ripe and fruity sensations, which 
are not usual in its place of origin, Bordeaux.

OUR TASTING

Color: Bright cherry tone with clear violet hues.

Nose: An enticing aroma of red berries with spicy cinnamon and minty balsamic 
notes layered over a smooth tobacco base.
Bold and potent in the mouth with a full fruit flavor along with a slight mineral touch 
resulting in a wine that is full bodied with a round and balanced structure.

Eight months in French oak barrels.

Serve with red meats, hearty stews, rice dishes and cheese and patés.

Recommended serving temperature: 14°-16° C.

A
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2015 Red Petit Verdot 6
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CORTE DULCE

A slightly sweet wine, ideal as an aperitif or mid- afternoon wine. Made with 
Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc in equal proportion, subjected to a short, cold 
fermentation thus preserving the grape sugars. Outstandingly fresh and fruity.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Lemon yellow with green tinges, clean and bright.

Nose: Tropical aromas of lychee, passionfruit and guava with touches of fresh mint.

Palate: Fruity with refreshing acidity and slight sweetness, notable peach and 
guava flavours.

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 8° C.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2007

White 
Sweet

Chardonnay/Sauvignon Blanc 12
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MERLOT DULCE

A sweet wine that is an ideal match for deserts such chocolate. It also matches 
with cheeses such as Roquefort, Cabrales, or Gorgonzola, or may we suggest, as an 
accompaniment to certain lamb dishes. The fermenting must underwent chilling to 
stop fermentation and preserve the natural sweetness of the grapes.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Intense cherry red purple with great viscosity reflected by the enduring 
legs/tears in the glass.

Nose: An intensely fresh, lifted nose with a huge concentration of sweet fruit stewed 
blueberries, strawberry, bubblegum and sweeted plums.

Palate: As it enters the palate, the wine displays a smooth sweetness, then opens up 
to complex flavours of figs, raspberry conserve and rose petals.

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 12° C.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Castilla
Pago del Vicario 2016

Red 
Sweet

Merlot 12
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GO DE GODELLO

Manually harvested on the 29th of September, 2015.
White wine produced from 100% Godello grapes.
Cold pre-maceration of 24 hours with partially frozen grapes. Barrel-fermented 
over the lees and aged for one and a half months.

OUR TASTING

A clear wine of bright straw-yellow with light green highlights.
Resting in the wine glass it surprises with intense aromas of apricot and peach that 
blend with a light touch of white blossoms and enhance its refreshing nose.
The distinctive green apple and ripe grapefruit notes characteristic of the Godello 
varietal become evident after a light swirl.
But it is after just a few minutes that the nose of this wine reveals it is unique 
structure; the classic bakery aromas and dried fruit fragrances that evidence its 
time in barrel.

Yet it is in the tasting that this wine is originality really stands out. Its characteristically 
solid entry is balanced towards the middle with a lively acidity and a slight tartness 
at the finish that lengthens its flow through the mouth.
Those fruit fragrances of pitted fruits and ripe grape that are revealed in the 
mouth recall sensations of the warm summer countryside. And it is fruity and tart 
aftertaste allows for a pleasant and refreshing clearing of the palate.

A
W
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain D.O. Bierzo Soto del Vicario 2016 White Godello 12
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MEN DE MENCÍA

Grapes harvested on the 27th, 28th and 29th of September and the 3rd and 4th of 
October, 2012.
Red wine produced from 100% Mencia grapes. Fermentation of 10 to 12 days at 
temperatures less than 26°C. 
Pre-maceration of 72 hours.
Aged for 18 months in 225 L, 300L and 500L French and Caucasian oak barrels.

OUR TASTING

A clear wine displaying a cherry-red hue of medium intensity and raspberry tones 
along the surface edges. At rest in the glass there is a substantial but fresh bouquet 
of red berries accompanied with hints of dairy yogurts and sweet licorice.
Swirled in the glass the barrel aromas become evident with fragrances of smoke, 
tobacco, and chocolate along with the spicy notes of vanilla and clove.
This wine is complex nose recalls various stages of the aging. At the start, the spicy 
hints of the French oak barrels. Later, the floral notes of sweet violet that are imbued 
by the Caucasian oak. All of these layered always over a base of rich woodwork and 
cacao.

Upon entering the mouth its acidic flavors give the sensation of a very Atlantic 
wine. And after this refreshing beginning the aromas that were revealed in the nose 
reappear in the mouth, bringing out the embracing sensation of chocolate and the 
final toasty notes that prolong the tasting.
A final touch of mature tannins then rounds out the lingering remembrance of this 
unique wine.

A
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain D.O. Bierzo Soto del Vicario 2013 Red Mencía 12
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1500 H COUPAGE

1500 H is a coupage of 4 grape varieties which come from a vineyard located in the 
town of Fondon at an altitude of 1500 meters in the Gador mountain range, next to 
the Sierra Nevada Natural Park, a priviledged and exclusive area.

Plots: Pinot noir (2.2 hectares), Tempranillo (1 hectare), Cabernet Sauvignon (0.6 
hectares) y Merlot (2.9 hectares).

OUR TASTING

Color: Intense, dark cherry red and cardenal red border. Colored, brilliant glyceric 
legs anticipate a soft and smooth mouthfeel.

Aroma: Mediterranean. It commences with hints of leather which open into mature 
fruit compote with dairy notes of strawberry mousse from the merlot and smoky 
aromas. Its minerality is very present.

Palate: Fruit compote predominates. A touch of sweetness and creamy. The 
balance between the acidity and the structure makes it easy to drink. Long.

We recommend to serving this wine at 16-17° C.

Open 1 hours before serving and decant so that the wine can better express its 
organoleptic qualities and to be able to enjoy its mineral notes.

A
W

A
R

D
S

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Andarax
Pago del Mare Nostrum 2010 Red Pinot Noit 6
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1500 H PINOT NOIR

1500 H Pinot noir has been elaborated from grapes which come from a plot of 2,2 
Ha, in a vineyard located in the town of Fondón at an altitude of 1500 meters in the 
Gádor mountain range, next to the Sierra Nevada Natural Park.

OUR TASTING

Color: Cherry red, medium depth of color and maraschino border, gliceric and 
brilliant.

Aroma: The aromas of spices predominate, clove, pink pepper that open up in 
the glass and mature fruit that reminds us of cherries appears. Very balsamic with 
aromas of forest leaves and peat moss. A touch of dairy and of tobacco leaves.

Palate: Intense, velvety and very fresh. Predominated by mature fruit (cherries), 
united to salty notes that remind us of the proximity of the sea. Spicy and long 
lingering aftertaste.

We recommend serving this wine at 16-17° C.

Open 1 hour before serving and decant so that the wine can better express its 
organoleptic qualities and especially the spicy aromas and the fruity notes which 
remind us of cherries.

A
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S

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la Tierra

de Andarax
Pago del Mare Nostrum 2007 Red Pinot Noit 6
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BRISA

100% Cabernet Sauvignon.
Is our signature single vineyard cabernet sauvignon. Produced from our vines located 
at the Ribera del Río Guadiana, a warm region os Spain that´s often referred as the 
“California os Spain”.

OUR TASTING

Black cherry, dried black currants, roasted mushroom and a hint of mahogany aromas. 
Full- bodied and deep. Flavors of cherry cobbler and chocolate covered blueberries 
that transition through the mid-palate with dark chocolate truffle, espresso and hints 
of dried tea leaf.
Notable earthy undertones from the terroir.

Wine-making notes:
Harvest was carried out in two days by dawn to collect the grapes as fresh as possible.
Elaboration: Cold skin maceration for 24 hours.
Fermentation with daily reassembling and maceration of 8 days at moderate 
temperature to maintain freshness and fruitiness and achieve its attractive color.
3 months of bâtonnage on their lees in deposit. Amicrobic filtration.
Suggestions: Recommended service between 14-16 oC. Good for a great variety of 
foods and tapas having a soft tannin. Ideal for barbecues.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Viña

de Gaitanejos
2016 Red

Cabernet
Sauvignon

12

GaitanejosViña de
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MÁS TREINTAYCUATRO

Más Treintaycuatro (+34) is the Spanish country code. We wanted the name of the 
wine to mirror the soul of the wine: Spain.
It’s 100% Chardonnay. We love the balance between fruit and acidity and between 
the alcohol degree and it’s freshness. An authentic clash of the Atlantic ocean with 
the Mediterranean Sea.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Beautiful lemon yellow that surprises for its glycerity and shine when in 
movement.
 
Nose: Characteristic of an altitude Chardonnay: quite citric and notes of medlar tree, 
laurel and incense. Surprises the crispy Atlantic touch at the end.
 
Palate: First impression is very refreshing thanks to the salty touch at the tip of the 
one’s tongue followed by mature fruit that settles it. Balanced acidity that leaves a 
pleasant fruity after taste.
 
Aging: Battonage in French oak with it’s yeast.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Viña

de Gaitanejos
2015 White Chardonnay 12

GaitanejosViña de
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PETIT TOLEDAN

Petit Toledan was born with the idea of creating a Provence-Style Rosé in our Spanish 
Homeland. We’ve selected young Garnacha for its fruitforward character and color 
possibilities. The name Toledan comes from the origin of the vines, located at the  
foothills of the Mountains of Toledo.

 

OUR TASTING
 
Color: Beautiful shiny pale rosé consequence of a one hour maceration that gives 
the wine the desired provence-rosé appeal.
 
Nose: Rich in fruit aromas, very clean and invites to drink as soon as one gets close 
to it.
 
Palate: Fresh floral bouquet gracefully blooms into rich and vibrant raspberry and 
strawberry flavors, with a crisp yet silky smooth finish. More tasteful than most rosés 
with this degree of colour.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Viña

de Gaitanejos
2017 Rose Garnacha 12

GaitanejosViña de
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ENTRECEPAS

Spanish red wines used to be expensive because they were hard to produce and 
would age in oak for years. Garnacha is the second most popular grape because of 
the quality of the bones, which are some of the oldest in our lands.
From this tradition is born Entrecepas, great quality and great value. A new approach 
to this classic concept.

OUR TASTING

Color: Cherry red showing a shiny and gliceric blue edge
 
Aroma: Mature fruit aromas with lactic notes of blueberry yoghurt and caramel 
candies. Balsamic touch typical from the Mediterranean woods and latte coffee 
ending.
 
Palate: Buttery yummy fruits with a long after taste of red fruit. Fresh alive acidity 
with a a touch of coffee. Creamy tannins.
 
Aging: 6 months in American and French oak that give the wine richness and 
details.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Viña

de Gaitanejos
2014 Red garnacha 12

GaitanejosViña de
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ENTRECEPAS BLACK

With Entrecepas Black we have taken the Entrecepas concept to the next level. First 
of all blending the Garnacha with Merlot and Petit Verdot we find two long cycle 
French grapes with a classic Spanish more fruity one. 
With the help of a late harvest we manage to produce a wine that remembers to 
Italian Amarone for it’s high alcoholic degree and it’s rounded sweet ending.

OUR TASTING

Color: Intense cherry red colour with a violet-shaded rim consequence of an intense 
maceration.
 
Nose: Very yummy, reminds of macerated red berries and strawberry yoghurt. 
Caramel toast aromas appear after a deepest look.
 
Palate: Smooth and fruity with a balanced after taste that leaves balsamic and sweet 
latte coffee in your mouth.
 
Aging: 7 months in American a French oak.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Viña

de Gaitanejos
2014 Red

Garnacha/Merlot
Petit Verdot

12

GaitanejosViña de
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal D.O.C. Douro
Canaes dos

Frades
2015 Red

Touriga Nacional, Touriga
Franca, Tinta Roriz.

12

OUR TASTING

Grapes: Tinta Barroca, Tinta Roriz, Touriga Franca, Touriga Nacional. 

Taste: Red fruits fragrance and spices, shows a light maceration, with the
aim to preserve the typical flavours of the varieties and making the
wine ready to drink. Very fresh and smooth in the mouth, with
balanced acidity.

Pairing tips: We suggest traditional Portuguese food in general, mediterranean. We
recommend the traditional salties from Vila Real – “Covilhetes” and
“Bola de Carne”. Best served at 16ºC.

Origin: Grapes from vineyards planted between 100 to 550 meters altitude,
with grade A to F vineyards, mainly traditional vineyards from Douro
turned South/Setting with high densities. Selection of grapes from
different altitudes, with the goal of achieving a good balance
between the aromatic fraction and the structure.

Vinification: Hand picked grapes. Reception, full destemming and immediate
crushing, with the grapes being conducted to the fermentation vats in
tubes with heat exchanger. Fermentation in stainless steel vats of 18
tonnes capacity, with a temperature around 24ºC.
Smooth vinification at low temperatures, with the goal of create
smooth and elegant wines.

Ageing: Partial maturation for a period of 4 months in american and french
oak.

CANAES DOS FRADES

Modern red Douro character.
Fruity, young and good balance. Daily wine.

D.O.C. Douro
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal D.O.C. Douro
Canaes dos

Frades
2014 Red

Touriga Nacional, Touriga
Franca, Tinta Roriz.

12

OUR TASTING

Grapes: Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, Tinta Roriz.

Taste: This wine combines the aromatic intensity from the Touriga Franca,
with the floral and fragrant aroma and structure conferred by the
Touriga Nacional, together with the freshness and acidity of Tinta
Roriz. Part of the blend ages in French and Americas oak in order to
add complexity and a long finish.

Pairing tips: Try it with grilled meat dishes, fat fish, smoked meats or cured goat
cheese.

Origin: Selection and follow up of the vineyards of our grape growers during
the growing season. Grapes from warm and drier areas, from grade
A, B and C vineyards, sun exposure to South, dominated by old
vineyards planted in terraces.

Vinification: Hand picked grapes. Reception, full destemming and immediate
crushing, with the grapes being conducted to the fermentation vats
in tubes with heat exchanger. Fermentation in stainless steel vats of
18 tonnes capacity, with a temperature around 24ºC.
Smooth vinification at low temperatures, with the goal of create
smooth and elegant wines.

Ageing: Part of the blend ages for a period of 12 months in french oak, with a
small percentage in american oak.

CANAES DOS FRADES

Intense and full.
The genuine Douro character.

D.O.C. Douro
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Foresta 2017 White Sauvignon blanc 12

WHITE FORESTA

In the depth of the ancient woods named “Montes de Toledo”, we found this relic, Foresta 
Wines, a marvelous Organic Vineyard that drinks from the Ribera of the Guadiana River.
Some think that the vines were brought by the Romans, we don’t know, but what we can 
be sure of is that their farmers have known their land for long and their respect for the soil 
on which the plants rest and the sustainability of their methods will allow them to live for 

decades ahead.

OUR TASTING

Color: Citrus shiny color that reflects the warm weather where it was grown.

Nose: Hints of peach and strawberry combined with citrus notes.

Taste: Crispy and fresh and a tropical finish reminiscent of the long summer days.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Foresta 2017 RED

Tempranillo y 
Cabernet

12

RED FORESTA

In the depth of the ancient woods named “Montes de Toledo”, we found this relic, Foresta 
Wines, a marvelous Organic Vineyard that drinks from the Ribera of the Guadiana River.
Some think that the vines were brought by the Romans, we don’t know, but what we can 
be sure of is that their farmers have known their land for long and their respect for the soil 
on which the plants rest and the sustainability of their methods will allow them to live for 

decades ahead.

OUR TASTING

Color: Deep red color with purple hints.

Nose: Black fruit with violet floral background between mineral touches, balanced 
with tertiary aromas from a slight barrel aging, such as vanilla and coffee.

Taste: Elegant and complex, with ripe black fruit flavor of blackberry and blueberry

Aging: 2 months in a blend of wood.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain
Vino de la tierra

de Castilla
Foresta 2017 ROSE Tempranillo 12

ROSE FORESTA

In the depth of the ancient woods named “Montes de Toledo”, we found this relic, Foresta 
Wines, a marvelous Organic Vineyard that drinks from the Ribera of the Guadiana River.
Some think that the vines were brought by the Romans, we don’t know, but what we can 
be sure of is that their farmers have known their land for long and their respect for the soil 
on which the plants rest and the sustainability of their methods will allow them to live for 

decades ahead.

OUR TASTING

Color: Light rosé with a orange glow.
 
Nose: A explosion intense bright cherry red fruit with a balsamic end characteristic 
of the Mediterranean woods of los Montes de Toledo.

Taste: Summer strawberries exquisitely combined with hints of caramel, balsamic 
and chocolate with just a dash of pepper. Crispy and well finished.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain Spain Sangría el Colorao NV Sangria Organic sangria 12

PREMIUM SANGRIA

PREMIUM WHITE SANGRIA

From Spain, the birthplace of “Sangria”, a traditional 
recipe with a modern Organic make over. Dark 
garnet color, juicy red fruit aromas and flavors 
abound on this beautiful blend. All natural, no 
added sugar. 

OUR STORY

Sangria was originally a tasteful cocktail made out of 
wine. It’s ingredients were as simple as wine, natural 
fruit juice and soda water. It’s hard to believe how 
such a natural and healthy drink has degenerated 
into massive-produced industrial mixes full of sugar.
In City Moonlight Wines we’re willing to bring back 
the true tradition of Sangria and we’ve brought 
back an ALL NATURAL ORGANIC SANGRIA just 
like in the good old times.
Our wine makers have visited the different regions 
of Spain to study their diferent recipes looking for 
the perfect Sangria:

ORGANIC.
NO SUGAR ADDED.
SPANISH.
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain D.O. La Rioja Familia Escudero 2016 RED 100%  Tempranillo 12

SERNA IMPERIAL JOVEN

Located in the south of Monte Yerga, the Finca Cuesta de la Reina is a hillside that 
begins at 450 meters high and rises to 800 meters. Its soils are clay-calcareous, 
poor and abundant, boulders, is a farm of more than 120 hectares that belong to 
the family for generations and in which the vineyard has always been cultivated.

ELABORATION

The grapes are collected in boxes of fruit to avoid any crushing in the transport 
and once in the cellar, they are emptied directly into the deposits where the grape 
clusters will remain in maceration for 12 days to later pass to the press, by means 
of a gentle pressing the skins and scrapes are separated from the must. This must 
finish fermenting slowly at low temperature.

TASTING

Pale red color with purple highlights that highlight his youth. Clean nose with 
aromas of small wild fruits, red and aniseed fruits. In the mouth it is elegant and 
with good structure, round, long with nice finish, fresh and fruity.

MATCH

Creamy cheese, charcuterie without much paprika and white meats cooked with 
creamy sauces.                                                                                                                                                                                                      
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain D.O. La Rioja Familia Escudero 2015 RED
70% Tempranillo
30% Garnacha

12

SERNA IMPERIAL CRIANZA

The grapes used to make this wine comes mostly from the farm “Cuesta la Reina” 
which has a south-facing slope on Mount Yerga, has 120 hectares and belongs 
to the family for four generations and in which the vineyard It has always been 
cultivated.

After a rigorous monitoring of the vineyard, the grapes are harvested at the 
optimum moment of maturation. The harvest is done manually, selecting healthy 
and ripe grapes, rejecting the raw and deteriorated. Once in the cellar, they are 
selected again on a selection ribbon.

ELABORATION

The fermentation is done in stainless steel tanks, with native yeast. Once finished 
fermenting it will macerate for at least 10 days. The aging takes place in American 
Oak barrels with an average of 5 years of age and remains in them for at least 
12 months. During this time, three racked are made. Once the wine is clean it is 
bottled, remaining in the bottle before going on the market for at least 6 months.

TASTING

Bright ruby red color. Clean and complex nose, fruity aromas well combined 
with shades of fine oak that stand out remarkably. Good structure in the mouth, 
balanced and tasty. With great character and long persistence. Complex and 
elegant retronasal path, aromas of red fruits and touches of quality wood.

MATCH

Semi-cured sheep’s cheeses, red beef, roasts and stews. Major and minor hunting.

A
W

A
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain D.O. La Rioja Familia Escudero 2010 RED
75 %  Tempranillo

25 % Garnacha
12

SERNA IMPERIAL RESERVA

Located on the south of Monte Yerga on the sunny side of the slopes, the Cuesta 
de la Reina Estate commences at an altitude of 450 meters and ascends to 800 
meters.  The soils, clayey-calcareous, are very poor and with abundance of boulders. 
The estate of 120 Hectare has belonged to the family for four generations and the 
family itself has always cultivated the vineyard. The average age of the vines is 
over 40 years. Following a meticulous monitoring of the vineyard, the grapes are 
harvested at optimum maturity. The harvest is done manually by selecting healthy 
and ripe grapes and rejecting the bad and deteriorated.
The Harvest was done in mid-October for both the Tempranillo and the Garnacha. 
The grapes are collected in fruit boxes to avoid any kind of crushing.

ELABORATION

Fermentation is done in stainless steel tanks with autochthonous yeasts. Upon 
completion of fermentation, the wine is macerated for at least 10 days. Aging is 
done in American and French oak barrels with an average of 5 years of age and 
remains there for at least 18 months. During this time, the wine is racked three 
times. Once the wine  is clean, the wine is bottled and remains in the bottle cellar 
before going to market at least 18 months.

TASTING

Brick red deep covered. Clean, complex and with a good intensity on the nose. 
Red fruit aromas well conjoined with those of the aging. Balsam, spices (pepper), 
tobacco and leather. Well structured, tasty, large, soft but with character and a 
good harmony in its flavors. Complex and retronasal clean.

MATCH

Jamón serrano and Iberíco.  Aged cheese, red meat, stews and game.

A
W

A
R
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain D.O. La Rioja Familia Escudero 2004 RED
70% Tempranillo 
30% Garnacha 

12

SERNA IMPERIAL GRAN RESERVA

The grapes used to make this wine, comes mostly from the farm “Cuesta la Reina” 
which is a slope facing south on Mount Yerga, has 120 hectares and belongs to the 
family for four generations and in which the vineyard has always been cultivated.

After a rigorous monitoring of the vineyard, the grapes are harvested at the 
optimum moment of maturation. The harvest is done manually, selecting healthy 
and ripe grapes, rejecting the raw and deteriorated. Once in the cellar, they are 
again selected on a selection ribbon.

ELABORATION

The fermentation is done in stainless steel tanks and with native yeast. Once finished 
fermenting it will macerate for at least 10 days. The aging takes place in barrels of 
American Oak with an average of 5 years of age and remains in them for at least 24 
months. During this time, six racking are done. Once the wine is clean it is bottled, 
remaining in the bottle before going on the market for at least 36 months.

TASTING

Red color tile good layer. Clean nose with spicy aromas, toasted, nuts. Good 
structure, tasty, broad and balanced with a pleasant finish and good harmony of 
flavors. Complex retronasal path in the balsamic and good woods are appreciated. 
Elegant finish.

MATCH

Serrano and Iberico ham, cured cheeses, red meats, game stews and roasts.

A
W

A
R

D
S
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ALGOD WHITE

Elegant, fun and healthy.
Algod Sparkling Wine World’s Signature Sparkling Wine, at the Forefront of the 
international markets. With a clear goal of decontextualizing the wine industry 
offering a new alternative that everyone can enjoy. Fruity sparkling with a new 
image, attractive and funny.

Introduction: Soft Sparkling Wine. Low alcohol graduation 5.5 %, fruity and with a 
fine sparkling bubble.

Variety: Muscat. Single vineyards (30 hectares).

OUR TASTING

Algod Blanco is elaborated with Muscat grapes, a variety which gives wine aromatic, 
fruity, floral and citrus notes. Ideal for light White Wines. This wine generates youth 
aspects, sensual floral perfumes (roses, geraniums and vervains). You can feel three 
different sensations at the same time: natural fruit, sparkling acidity and sweet 
youthful emotions.

Pairing: Appetizers, fish, marines, rices, dessert, cold dishes.

We recommend to serving this wine at 4-8 ºC.

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain Frizante Algod Spain NV White frizante Moscatel 12
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COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Spain Frizante Algod Spain NV Rose frizante Tempranillo 12

ALGOD ROSÉ

Elegant, fun and healthy.
Algod Sparkling Wine World’s Signature Sparkling Wine, at the Forefront of the 
international markets. With a clear goal of decontextualizing the wine industry 
offering a new alternative that everyone can enjoy. Fruity sparkling with a new 
image, attractive and funny.

Introduction: Soft Sparkling Wine. Low alcohol graduation 5.5 %, fruity and with a 
sparkling bubble.

Variety: Tempranillo. Single vineyards (50 hectares).

OUR TASTING

Natural fruit, original, refreshing, with a carbonic hue which turns out into a distinct 
product. Algod Rose is made with Tempranillo grapes, which are particularly 
elegant, with White floral scent and balsamic herbs.

Pairing: Apppetizers, rices, pasta.

We recommend to serving this wine at 4-8 ºC.
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NAVEGANTE BRANCO

All journeys began with a singularity, our start with Vasco da Gama and his sea trip 
to India. In this wine we can sense the mystery, the excitement, a new beginning. 
Imagine a quiet ship. Grand, oak wood made, white sails ready to unfold. Patient, 
awaiting mindless of the delay. Early morning, silence fills the air in the beginning of 
the day.

This White wine is derived from Antão Vaz, an unique variety from Vidigueira – Vasco 
da Gama County –, Manteúdo and Roupeiro varieties, whose grapes were fermented 
in open spout with thermal control fermentation.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Lemon-coloured 

Nose: With mineral notes

Palate: Is very elegante with well integrated acidity

Barrels: doesn’t have

We recommend that you serve this wine chiled at around 10-12º C.

D.O.C. Alentejo

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal Alentejo A. C. Vidigueira 2016 White
Antão Vaz, Manteúdo 

e Roupeiro
12
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NAVEGANTE TINTO

All journeys began with a singularity, our start with Vasco da Gama and his trip 
to India. In this wine we can sense the mystery, the excitement, a new beginning. 
Imagine a quiet ship. Grand, oak wood made, white sails ready to unfold. Patient, 
awaiting mindless of the delay. Early morning, silence fills the air in the beginning 
of the day.

This soft red wine, is derived from the Aragonez, Trincadeira and Alfrocheiro 
varieties, whose grapes were vinified in complete tanning at controlled temperatures 
between 26-30 º C.

OUR TASTING

Colour: intense red color

Nose: fruit aroma

Palate: Soft and enveloping with a final mean intensity

Barrels: doesn’t have

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 18-20º C.

D.O.C. Alentejo

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal Alentejo A. C. Vidigueira 2016 Red
Aragonez, Trincadeira 

e Alfrocheiro
12
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DOC BRANCO

Vasco da Gama, Count of Vidigueira, during his journey to 
India imagine himself at home, rising to find the plain in the 
horizont, not just the never ending sea… Strong storms yet 
to face, but the thirst for a glimpse of new land remains, and 
there, fearless Portuguese, with a toast, they will celebrate!

This is a white wine that will transport us in time, and feel 
all the excitement the discovers felt. With Antão Vaz – a 
traditional variety from Vidigueira –, Arinto and Perrum, a 
perfect combination of these grapes varieties reveals the 
essence of Vidigueira, its knowledge and flavors. 

OUR TASTING

Colour: Lemon

Nose: Intense aroma of tropical fruits, with hints of vanilla 
and slightly mineral

Palate: Is fresh and balanced with a long, lingering finish.

Barrels: doesn’t have

We recommend that you serve this wine chiled at around 
10-12º C.

D.O.C. Alentejo

AWARDS

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal Alentejo A. C. Vidigueira 2016 White
Antão Vaz, Arinto e 

Perrum
12
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DOC TINTO

Vasco da Gama, Count of Vidigueira, during his journey to 
India imagine himself at home, rising to find the plain in the 
horizont, not just the never ending sea… Strong storms yet 
to face, but the thirst for a glimpse of new land remains, and 
there, fearless Portuguese, with a toast, they will celebrate!

This red wine, make us travel in time, and feel all the 
excitement the discovers felt. Made from Trincadeira, 
Aragonez and Alicante Bouschet, Intimately involved, these 
grape varieties invite to the discovery of Vidigueira, its 
knowledge and flavors. 

OUR TASTING

Colour: Garnet

Nose: Complex and intense aroma of red fruits, with hints 
of vanilla and nuts.

Palate: Is full bodied with hints of coffee and spices, and a 
long and persistent finish.

Barrels: 6 month of stage in oak barrels

We recommend that you serve this wine at around 17-19º C.

D.O.C. Alentejo

AWARDS

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal Alentejo A. C. Vidigueira 2016 Red
Trincadeira,
Aragonez

e Alicante Bouschet
12
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SPARKLING WINE VDG

VDG can mean Vidigueira, Vasco da Gama or Vila dos Gamas. In only one bottle we 
can be transport to three different places. The city of Vidigueira, were everything 
was prepared for this unique wine. Vasco da Gama, the count of Vidigueira, and whit 
whom everything starts. And Vila dos Gamas the county of Gamas.

OUR TASTING

Colour: Citric

Nose: Notes of white flowers, a really fine fragrance of fruits and the ocasional touch 
of spice. 

Palate: Persintent and soft bubble. 

Fermentation: second fermentation on the bottle

We recommend that you serve this wine chiled at around 5-8º C.

D.O.C. Alentejo

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal Alentejo A. C. Vidigueira NV White - 6
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D.O.C. Alentejo

AWARDS

He knows every place in town, when the 
sunny afternoon turns to night he likes to go 
out. The ladies say he has a garnet colored 
hat, almond eyes, sweet perfume…
With ice and lemon by his side, bold and 
curious, he’s a well traveled guy!
Sweet wine made from a careful selection 
of the best red grape varieties of the region, 
harvested in slight overripening. 

OUR TASTING

Colour: Topaz, bright and slightly reddish. 

Nose: Fruity, with notes of red berries jam and 
figs in syrup. 

Palate: Almond flavor, thick and concentrated, 
with some cherry jam and chocolate.

Barrels: 10 years in old portuguese oak cask

We recommend that you serve this wine 
chiled at around 12-15º C.

VASQUINHO

COUNTRY D.O. / AREA PRODUCER VINTAGE TYPE GRAPE BOT/CX

Portugal Alentejo A. C. Vidigueira NV Red - 6



VASQUINHO

CITY MOONLIGHT W&L, LLC
1204 BROADWAY 4TH FLOOR, OFFICE #19

NEW YORK, NY 10001
 

Office Phone (917) 651-0059 / Ana Santos (973) 954-3546
 

anasantos@citymoonlight.com
www.moonlightwines.com


